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A B S T R A C T 

Multi-homing, or direct attachment to multiple networks, offers both performance and 
availability benefits for important servers on busy networks. Exploiting these bcnctiLs to their 
fattest requires a modicum of routing knowledge in the clients. Careful policy control must also 
be reflected in the routing used within the network to make best use of specialized and often 
scarce resources. While relatively straightforward in theory, this problem becomes much more 
difficult to solve in a real network containing often intractable implementations from a variety 
of vendors. 

This paper presents an analysis of the problem and proposes a useful solution for a typical 
campus network. Application of this solution at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center is 
studied and die problems and pitfalls encountered are discussed, as arc the workarounds used to 
make die system work in die real world. 

Introduction 
In a simple network composed of a collection of 

machines connected to a single multi-access network, 
such as an Ethernet, routing of IP packers is simple 
since each host can talk to every other host on the net
work. Introduction of a second network, connected 
via a router, adds only slightly to complexity — any 
non-local hosts must be reached via die router. This 
can be trivially implemented by adding a default route 
on each host pointing to the router's adjacent port. 

Introduction of the second network and the 
router does serve to segregate traffic and thus reduce 
network loads, but it also creates some new problems 
if host1- on bom networks share one or more large 
servers. If the router goes down, one network loses 

'This work supported by the United Stales Department of 
Energy under contract number DE-AC03-7<iSF00515. 

access to die server. If die network to which the 
server is attached goes down, perhaps for mainte
nance, both networks lose access to me server. If the 
two networks serve two different user communities 
widi very different work habits, this may make it 
difficult to find a time when maintenance can be done 
on die critical network, and perhaps costly as well if 
overtime is required. 

Problems with NFS and routers 
If (he server is an NFS fileserver, another more 

subtle problem may appear. NFS uses 8 kilobytes as 
its default packet size, a value which parallels the 
largest possible block size in a BSD tilesyslem. Edi-
cmet, on the other hand, has a Maximum Transfer 
Unit (MTU) of 1300 bytes. In order to pass an 8 KB 
packet over an EUiemet, IP must fragment this large 
packet into a number of smaller packets, which are 
re-assembtcd when diey reach the destination. If die 
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network is congested the sender may delay between 
each packet. Ideally (he destination is eagerly await
ing the packets and will have no trouble accepting all 
of the fragments. An intermediate device such as die 
router, however, may not be able to accommodate all 
of the incoming traffic and may simply drop some of 
the fragments. The destination will eventually decide 
dial some fragments are never going to arrive and will 
purge the entire packet. The NFS client software, 
with no knowledge of this fragmentation, simply sees 
a slow or unresponsive server and will reissue the 
request, at some point also issuing the infamous NFS 
s e r v e r no t r e s p o n d i n g diagnostic' 

One can certainly reduce the NFS packet size by 
adjusting the rslee and wsize par;unelerx of me mount, 
but this could have a substantial performance impact 
of its own, and requires knowledge of the network 
topology by each cl'mil to decide whether or not the 
smaller values should be used, Recent versions of 
AMD [2] address die latter issue through the wire 
selector, mough die odier problems still remain. 

Multi-homed servers 
Instead of trying to work around the problems 

introduced by addition of die router, a better approach 
is to avoid them wherever possible by connecting die 
critical server to both networks. One could eliminate 
die router altogether :md use the server as a router, 
and some server vendors suggest mis. This is prob
ably going a bit kxi far unless there is litile traffic 
between the two networks. Even relatively inexpen
sive routers are better at Uiis job dian most fileservers, 
and filcservcrs burdened with many incidental tasks 
lend to become poor lilcservers. Using a router in 
parallel with a multi-homed server, as in figure ], pro
vides die best service both for tr;tftic between the net
works and for access to die server. 

Now the challenge becomes one of getting the 
hosts to talk to the server directly rather than via the 
router. If the host in ligure 1 refers to die server using 
the IP address on network B (or for brevity of notation 
simply SB), all is well. If, however, die host uses SA, 
it will see that die address is not on its local network 
and will use die default route to choose the router as 
the gateway to the final destination, as illustrated in 
ligure 2. Decides placing unnecessary traffic on net
work A, this affects availability by introducing depen
dencies on both router R and network A. It also raises 
the specter of packet fragmentation problems. 

'A discussion of this problem it contained in |IJ. 
"Appendix C: NFS Problem Diagnosis" of that document 
details how to determine whether or no! dropped packets are 
a problem for a particular system. 
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Figure I. Simple network with multi-home ' server 
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Figure 2. PaUi using default mule to SA 

(hie could simply use different names for SA and 
Sn, and Uiis is what some vendors recommend [3). 
Users probably won't remember the difference, how
ever, even if they understand the network topology 
sufficiently. NFS configuration also becomes more 
complicated, which may be a substantial consideration 
for a site with many machines ;uid servers. 

AnoUier approach is to use (he same name but to 
somehow resolve it to die closest address for each 
machine. This host-specific name resolution can 
easily be accomplished via / e t c / h o s t s , though 
thus doesn't settle well to a large network. Sun's Net
work Information Service (N1S, formerly known as 
Yellow Pages) 14] is commonly used, for belter or 
worse, to assist with maintenance of die hosts data
base, but it provides for only one address per host 
name across die entire network. The Domain Name 
Service (DNS) (5| provides for multiple addresses but 
no preference for one over another, though some 
implementations do provide a facility for sorting mul
tiple addresses [6]. 

Host routes 

Widi resolution of a single server name to Uie 
best address being eliminated as a viable option in 
many cases, die focus turns to what can be done if a 
host chooses die "wrong" address for die server. A 
host's routing table can certainly be more sophisti
cated than a simple default route for all non-adjacent 
addresses. In particular, a host route may specify a 
different route to one particular destination host than 
would be used for other hosts on die same network. 
Figure 3 illustritcs the host's view of this. 
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Figure 4. Path using ham route to SA 

Here, SB is the gateway lo SA, while RB is used 
as die gateway to other hosts on network A. Thus 
packets sent by the host to the server's "wrong" 
address will still go directly to die server, as in figure 
4. Some additional processing is required on die 
server but for any modem server this should be 
insignificant. 

Dynamic routing 
For die network presented thus for, static routing 

is adequate (if a bit tedious) to implement everywhere. 
For a real network with many servers and perhaps 
multiple routers, maintenance of the muting tables on 
a multitude of hosts using static routes would be 
prohibitive. Fortunately, dynamic routing protocols 
exist which permit network devices to discover routes 
on their own and which enable them to adapt to 
changes in network topology, planned or odicrwise. 

Three different types of participants in the rout
ing process have been encountered in this discussion, 
e?ch with different needs and capabilities. Starting 
with the simplest, they are 

• A workstation or other host H with only a single 
interface. It silently listens to routing information 
on the network and updates its own routing tables 
as necessary. Having only one interface, ii can 
perform no useful gatewaying and thus has no 
need lo advertise any routing information to oth
ers. 

• A server S which has multiple interfaces, i.e., it is 
multi-homed. Like a workstation, it listens to 
routing information on die network and updates 

its own routing tables. (It should also be able to 
choose the best interface for outgoing traffic 
when confronted with a choice.) In addition, it 
acts as a gateway for packets addressed to one of 
its interfaces that are received via a different 
interface, and it must advertise routing informa
tion (host routes) so other hosts know of this ser
vice. As a matter of policy il docs not forward 
packets between two networks and thus should 
not advertise any network routes. 

• A router R which gateways packets between net
works on behalf of other hosts. Logically, it is 
nothing more dian a host with two or more inter
faces, but without the policy restriction against 
passing packets between networks. In practice it 
will probably be a specialized device and may 
thus be less flexible in bow policies may be 
implemented. Since it is willing lo pass packets 
beyond itself it must also advertise network 
routes, including ones learned from other gate
ways and not just the ho*! routes which a server 
advertises. 

Choosing a routing protocol 
As wiih editors, shells, and mailers on UNIX, an 

abundance of routing protocols exist for IP. For
tunately, most can be eliminated as being irrelevant to 
the task of interior routing — routing widiin a single 
network. When selecting from die available interior 
routing protocols, the requirement thai '.xists be able to 
listen to the protocol is die most stringent. Nearly 
every TCP/IP package includes support for RIP, die 
Routing Information Protocol [7], often via the BSD 
routed utility. Relatively few support any other pro
tocol. 

Newer and perhaps better protocols do exist, and 
portable software is available to implement many of 
them. Cornell University's gated (8) is a notable 
example of such software. A better choice of protocol 
might be Cisco's Gateway Discovery Protocol (GDP) 
[9] or die ICMP Router Discovery Protocol [101, for 
which several UNIX implementations are freely avail
able in source form. At best, (his approach suggests a 
lot of porting effort for a typical installation widi a 
multi-vendor environment. Mote likely, there are at 

$ netsCat -r 
Routing tables 
Destination Gateway Flags Refcnt Use Interface 
localhost localhost UH 2 38 loO 
default ROUTER-B UG 0 3 leO 
A ROUTER-B UG 3 296 leO 
SERVER-A SERVER-B UGH 8 758 leO 
B HOST U 22 516 leO 

Figure 3. Routing table with host route to SA 
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least some devices which ;ire "Mack boxes" and thus 
not amenable to this solution. FastPath gateways tor 
Apple Talk, which support only RIP [11] and which 
cannot be enhanced with new protocols by the user, 
are a good example. 

Fur better or worse. KIP appears lo be the only 
reasonable choice available at this time if one wishes 
to dynamically communicate routing information to as 
wide a variety of hosts as possible. (Even this doesn't 
cover some hosts, which only support sialic routes to a 
default gateway, such as IX)S machines using FTP 
Software's PC/TCP f!2|.) The quc.<ti<Ki, Knit, is 
whether or not RIP is adequate lor die job. 

Suitability of KIP 

A RIP packet is broadcast on each aitachcd net
work by a router or omer device which has routes to 
advertise. For each route, die packet includes a desti
nation, which may he a host, a network, or a special 
value for default routes, mid a nwiric. which indicates 
the quality of the route. The metric is an integer, cus
tomarily representing the number of hops or intermed
iary nodes required to reach the destination. For the 
network in figure 1, R broadcasts on network B a 
packet advertising a route lo network A with a metric 
of 1. If a host sees a route with a lower metric Hum 
one it is already using, it switdies to die new route. In 
addition, a host route to a destination on a given net
work will he replaced, or subsumed, by a network 
route to the destination's network which tuts an equal 
or lower metric. 

Nothing in KIP requires dial the metric be a hop 
count, however. The only restriction is mat values 
greater than or equal to 16 are considered to be 
unreachable — a RIP metric of 16 is commonly dis
cussed as being "inliiiite." This is useful, since a host 
route to SA via .V„ with a metric of 1 would be sub
sumed by a network route lo A via RB wilh a metric of 
1. If die network route instead has a metric of 2, the 
subsumption rule does not come into play and die host 
route is used, which is exactly what is desired. 

It is evident that RIP is capable of conveying the 
necessary touting information, Jlie remaining prob
lem is whether or not die servers and routers can be 
made lo generate the desired RIP advertisements. A 
server should advertise host routes lo each of its inter
laces wilh a metric of 1; il should not advertise any 
outer routes since routers will handle traffic between 
networks. A router must simply inflate its metrics to 2 
instead of the usual 1. 

Policy control in RIP implementations 
The BSD muted utility doesn't offer much in 

the way of control by external policies. In particular, 
one can keep it from generating any advertisements, 
bul there is no way to have it generate host mules to 
its own interfaces while suppressing other advertise
ments, nor is Uiere a way lo inllate metrics. 

Cornell's gated offers a great deal of Initorubility 
in addition lo its support lor a number of routing pro
tocols. A gated conliguratiou which will implement 
the desired policy for servers is illustrated in figure 5. 

* Enable RIP 
# 
rip yes; 
# 
ft Static routes to our own interfaces -- handles tor advertisements 
# 
static { 

host SA gateway 127.0.0.1 noinstall; 
host S/, gateway 127.0.0.1 noinstall; 

); 

# Advertise only host routes to our various addresses 
# 
export proto rip ( 

proto rip restrict; 
proto static ( 

all metric 1; 
}; 

).* 
Figure 5. gated conliguration for server .V 
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The firsl section in this conliguration enables RIP. 
The second declares host routes to each of the server's 
addresses, which are not installed in the kernel routing 
table but which provide die necessary host routes lor 
the RIP advertisements. The third section restricts 
RIP from advertising routes learned from oilier 
servers and routers, ;uid causes the static host routes to 
be advertised with a metric of 1. 

Few vendors dislribule gated but. fortunately, 
porting is not as big a concern as for mast hosts, since 
servers typically come from lew vendors, compared to 
the multitude of sources (or other foists on the net
work. The sources from Cornell readily huild on a 
variety of common UNIX platforms, and porting to 
VAX/VMS i.s not ;ui issue since TCiV provides gatvd 
wiih dieir MultiNet TCP/IP software. Porting to other 
non-UNIX platforms would probably be more 
difficult.2 

The necessary configuration for routers is 
simpler, ye I much more diflicult to generalize, since 
there is at> common ground between vendors for 
configuration options. All of SLAC's routers arc from 
Cisco Systems. Because ciscos are quite popular and 
constitute the majority of the author's experience. 
only the Cisco configuration will be considered. For
tunately, the necessary metric inllation is easily 
accomplished using the configuration fragment in 
ligure 6. 'Die key here is die offset-list command, 
which causes 1 in be added to the metric of advertised 
routes to destinations mulched by access list 42, which 
simply matches all destinations. 

One difficulty is diat cisco routers do not 
currently understtind host routes. They will be imple
mented in the upcoming 'J.I release of the cisco 
software. Until then, (lie impact is not loo great since 
traffic that does not require a router will not be 
affected. Only packers which must already pass 
through one router run the risk of passing through 
more routers than necessary, and many of die benelils 
of a direct path disappear at the lirsl router hop. 

'Some creativity might be required m implement the 
necessary policies on peculiar servers, I:or particularly 
intractable systems, a hacked version of routed mighl prove 
more fruitful than trying to port gated, llic author has so 
far suix-cssfully avoided die chore of porting Rated to 
VM/CMS, though this necessity looms ominously. 

~)FDDi 

H 

7a. roule with single Ethernet hop 

im (m 
JFPDl 

m 
7li. I-DDI plus host route (preferred) 

Figure 7. Alternate routes from H «> SA 

Reliability should be handled for the most part by 
redundant router paths, which are needed to provide 
reliable service for other irid'lic anyway. 

Scalability of KIP solution 
With the addition of another network and 

another router, die metric for the route to the distant 
network increases to 4, with each of the routers mak
ing a contribution of 2. As the network grows larger, 
with an increasing number of router hops between the 
most distant portions of the network, the "infinite" 

! metric inflation -- match all addresses 
access-list 42 permit 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255 

! configure RIP routing process 
router rip 
offset-list 42 out 1 

Figure 6. Configuration fragment for Cisco router 
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metric of 16 will be approached. With a metric value 
of 2 for each router this implies a maximum path or 
network diameter or seven routers. This is probably 
beyond the reasonable limit for RIP due to inherent 
limitations in the protocol. 

Introduction of another type of network adds a 
new level of complexity to the problem. So far all 
networks have been considered to be equal. If one of 
the networks is an FDDI ring, while the others arc 
Ethernets, preference should almost surely be given to 
the faster and bigher-bandwidth FDDI network, as 
depicted in ligure 7. RIP is still able to describe this 
topology, though the limits of scalability are much 
closer. The optimal route, in ligure 7b, has a metric of 
3 — 1 fov the host route from 5 f U 0 ; to 5 A and another 
2 added by the traversal of router R3. Therefore the 
Ethernet hop via R2 must have a metric of at least 4. 
This brings the limit on network diameter to only 
three routers, or four if one pair is connected via the 
FDDI network. 

Routes between multi-homed servers that share 
two common networks are also a concern. In figure 
8a, either of the available routes is as good as the 
other, but if one of the networks is superior in the 
other, as in figure 8b, it should be the preferred path 
between the servers. 

00 .S7 S2 

8a. either mule may be chosen 

SI S? 

3 FDD! 

8I>. best route is via FDDI 

Figure 8. Network preference amongst host routes 

While the theory of using RIP to support both 
mulli-homed hosts and a heterogeneous collection of 
networks may he interesting, it dearly shows signs of 
pushing die abilities of die protocol to its limits. 
Moreover, when one moves from theory to implemen
tation, the problem becomes intransigent, 'lie most 

metric destination via description 
1 server FDDI host route 
2 server Ethernet server advertises higher ineiric 
3 — — only seen within server 
4 network (any) single hop lo network 

default (any) from firewall router 
5 — —. only seen within server 
6 default (any) from router ou FDDI 
7 default EUiemet from router not on FDDI 

9a. metrics xs seen by host or router 

metric destination via description 
I server FDDI another server on FDDI 
2 — —- never seen by server 
3 server Ethernet biased by receiving server 
4 network FDDI single hop to network 

default FDDI from firewall router 
5 network Ethernet single hop (biased by server) 

default Ethernet from firewall router (biased) 
6 default FDDI from router on FDDI 
7 default Ethernet from router on FDDI (biased) 
8 default Ethernet from router not on FDDI (biased) 

9b. metrics as seen by server 

Figure 9. Interpretations of RIP metrics 
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apparent obstacle is that Cisco Joes not provide any 
means of inflating the metrics of some routes to 2 
white others are inflated to 4. This alone eliminates 
the possibility of solving the problem with only RIP. 

Beyond KIP 
"Hie unique ability of RIP to convey routing 

information to a wide variety of hosts compels its use 
with the rank and file hosts, Its inadequacy for hetero
geneous networks suggest* that an ideal solution 
would use a more sophisticated protocol between 
routers and perhaps those servers attached to different 
sons of networks, while retaining RIP for the low-end 
routing. With routers using RIP only for advertise
ments, and not for communicating with each other, the 
risk of routing loops that's usually associated with 
running multiple routing protocols is avoided. Trans
lation of metrics from another protocol into RIP 
metrics is a problem, however. 

lite solution currently being pursued at SLAC is 
to use 1GRP between the routers, with each router 
using RIP only to advertise a default route and routes 
to attached networks. The metrics of the default 
routes are tuned for each router to reflect the static 
distance from the firewall router, which attaches the 
SLAC network to the Ittlcniet. Multi-homed servers 
use RIP, with a bias against Ethernet routes which is 
explained below. A topic for future study is whether 
the servers should participate in the same routing pro
tocol as the routers, which would force a move from 
IGRP to something else, probably OSPI- or perhaps 
ISIS. 

The current solution still produces optimal rout
ing locally, with packets from a host to a server on the 
same network going directly to (he server and packets 
going lo a network only one hop away going via the 
single-hop router. For destinations which are at least 

two hops away, it suboptimal route may be chosen in 
some circumstances. This does not seem lo be loo 
high :i cost when set against the maintenance and reli
ability benefits of dynamic routing, and the route used 
is never worse Until the routing produced by the static 
default route scheme which Is being replaced. 

While 1GRP provides sufficient information lo 
allow the routers to prefer TOD1 routes, ihe multi-
homed servers rely on inflation of RIP metrics to 
implement this preference. Host routes advertised lo 
I-Uicniets are advertised with a inflated metric of 2 
instead of 1, so routers or other servers which sec both 
advertisements will choose the FDDI route because of 
the lower metric. In addition, servers add 1 to the 
metrics of all routes learned via Klhcmcls 'litis 
second addition or bitising is redundant for routes to 
other servers (which will end up with a metric of 3), 
but is required because the routers aren't flexible 
enough lo inflate their own Ethernet advertisements.-' 
(l-'igure 'J summarizes (he interpretations of the 
metrics as seen from the differing viewpoints of 
servers and other devices.) With the addition of an 
FDDI connection, the lirst two sections of the gated 
configuration from tigure 5 are modified as illustrated 
in figure 10. 

With a metric of 3 representing a host route to a 
server via tin Ethernet, routers use 4 as the metric for 
advertising routes to their attached networks. The 
firewall router also advertises a default route with a 
metric of 4. When fully implemented, the MIDI 

'The routers don't listen lo host routes, either, so the 
inflated metric of 2 applied by server:, lo host mutes they 
advertise on Ethernets, isn't yet used. The inflation is 
implemented on the servers now su the necessary 
informaliuii is available when host routes become supported 
hy the routers. 

# Enable RIP 
# 
rip yes { 

interface enO metricin 2 matricout 1,-
interface enl roetricin 2 metricout 1,-

); 
* bias against non-FDDI 
# bias against non-FDDI 

# Static routes to our own interfaces -- handles for advertisements 
# 
static ( 

host SA gateway 127.0.0.1 noinstall; 
host SB gateway 127.0.0.1 noinstall; 

} ; 
host SFDDI gateway 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 n o i n s t a l l ; 

Figure 10. gated configuration modifications for server on FPnt 
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network will be the primary backbone of the SI.At' 
network, and must Ethernets will only he a single 
router hup away from the F1)DI. so routers attached to 
the IT)D[ advertise a default route with a metric of 6. 
metric 5 representing a (biased) litheroel route lo the 
firewall router. Other routers advertise a default route 
with even higher metrics. The relevant portions of Ltic 
eonligiiralion for a typical router on the 1-1)1)1 arc 
shown in figure 11. 

litis approach assumes thai moving toward the 
FDDI network is good if the destination is not nearby, 
which may not always be the best choice. Il also 
requires individual tuning of each muter, though only 
in the metric for the default route ;uid according to 
relatively straightforward rules. Il thus is less general 
than one would wish for, though it seems to be 
approaching the best that can be accomplished within 
the myriad constraints, and without resorting to 
Byzantine configurations which iiren't easily demon
strated lo ix; correct. 

Cunclusiuns 
Multi-homing of important servers, in concert 

with intelligent routing by hosts, provides a useful tool 
for improving performance and availability when 
client hosts cuist on multiple networks. In an installa
tion with hosts from many different vendors, the oidy 
protocol reasonable for distribution of routing infor
mation to Hie hosts is likely lo be RIP. Despite limita
tions of both the protocol and the implementations, 
RIP can, with reasonable effort, provide optimal i Lilt
ing even in the presence of mulli-hiiined servers so 
long as all networks use the sainc or comparable tech
nologies. Introduction of a much (aster or higher 
bandwidth network complicates the problem beyond 
the capabilities of RIP. though KIP can still convey 
essential routing information to hosts and allow them 
to route packets optimally to nearby destinations. 
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